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Crossroads are moments to reflect and to reassess a situation in a wid-
er context. Through cooperation and communication with construction 
partners and industrial manufacturers, risks are reduced, costs project-
ed and qualitative objectives refined.  

Opportunities and risks



Assess the viability of timber 
for each building element

Enable investment and 
innovation, build distinctly 
economical and efficient with 
visible installations, encourage 
neighborhood-wide services

Cost effectiveness, sustainability, 
fire resistance, indoor climate

Necessity, spatial requirements, 
cost effectiveness, variable uses

timber

MEP, energy

Initial design stage

Based on the given premises, we jointly continued the development of the project. As 
a result, we identified solutions that ensure Das ECKWERK as a truly sustainable project, 
drastically decreasing both volume of concrete construction and deployed technical 
equipment.

        Das ECKWERK 4.0        Assessments        Premises

Confronted with a crossroads, Das ECKWERK had to make vital decisions
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In collaboration with building partners and architects, we reassessed earlier decisions 
from new perspectives, which also allowed us to reduce potential risks. Adjustments of 
the building’s form naturally have an effect on its functionality and economic viability, 
allowing for improved efficiencies and higher qualities of space. 

Re-qualifying premises and assessments in a new context

€ €



Mass timber construction and Das ECKWERK advance one another. The 
system adjusts, mirrors and progresses the project. Both system and 
design approach one another to optimise the project constructively.

Mass timber construction



Taking timber to new heights

As the only truly renewable resource, timber has 
recently re-gained popularity in the world of build-
ing and construction. In a race to the top, manufac-
turers, architects and investors are realising in-
creasingly high and complex structures while 
pushing the envelope of planning regulation. The 
DBU-sponsored exhibition “Timber Construction - 
Ways Into the Future”* puts a focus on the aspect 
of prefabrication, a tried and tested method prom-
ising many benefits.

LCT ONE Tower, Dornbirn
Cree mit Architekten Hermann Kaufmann ZT GmbH

Illwerke Zentrum Montafon
Cree mit Architekten Hermann Kaufmann ZT GmbH

*an exhibition by Prof. Hermann Kaufmann and Prof. Win-

fried Nerdinger from TU Munich in cooperation with the DAZ 

(German Architecture Center) in Berlin under the patronage 

of Barbara Hendricks, Federal Minister for the Environment, 

Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety.



Material volume input 
of wood 1 m³/10 m²

Material volume input of 
concrete reduced by 65%

Ecological backpack  
reduced by 65%

CO² emission reduced by 80%

Weight of the loadbearing 
structure reduced by 60%

Weatherproof in every 
construction stage

Healthy indoor climate

High level of prefabrication

Timber-concrete-hybrid and Das ECKWERK enrich each other

        Das ECKWERK 4.0 timber-concrete-hybrid construction

conventional construction



four plinth storeys made from concrete
with nearly one for technical spaces

44% timber-concrete

56% concrete

The initial design predominantly relied on concrete

The purpose and functionality of the plinth were incontestable. In contrast, the large 
volumes of concrete and sizable areas dependent on mechanical ventilation and artificial 
lighting remained problematic. New insights into possible foundations as well as into 
the circular relationship between technical spaces and the number of underground levels 
re-opened the discussion around the necessity of a two-storey basement.

Ratio of concrete to timber-concrete hybrid
initial design stage



• more attractive spaces

• timber to the ground floor as a gesture to the 
public eye

• lighter overall structure

Increasing the use of timber, Das ECKWERK 4.0 retains its design and functionality

timber-concrete hybrid construction expands into the plinth
visible and tangible wooden elements in the public ground floors

an upper walkway connects first floor uses
semi-public and conference uses are maintained

the marketplace is now on the ground floor
allows for natural light while remaining protected from external noise

connecting buildings retain the plinth facade
noise protection and cost-efficient floor area

the plinths facade mirrors the railway arches
retention of the urban design concept

44% timber-concrete

66% timber-concrete

56 % concrete 34% concrete

Ratio of concrete construction to timber-concrete hybrid construction



Das ECKWERK 4.0 is now leaner, lighter and more functional



• reduced technical space

• reduced cost

natural ventilation (sound-insulated ventilation blocks)

mechanical ventilation and powered smoke ventilation

mechanical ventilation of restaurants

stair pressurisation

initial design stage
predominantly mechanical ventilation

Das ECKWERK 4.0
natural ventilation and clustered restaurants

36% naturally

64% mechanically

76% naturally

24% mechanically

Ratio of naturally to mechanically ventilated area

Eliminating the concrete plinth allows for more natural ventilation



• natural ventilation and illumination of the 
semi-basement  

• 55% less excavation of contaminated ground

• decreased levels of risk

• dewatering no longer necessary

deep strip foundation
complex groundwater management, mechanically ventilated

2 basement storeys
9,820 m² GFA / 3,610m² technical space

piled foundation
above groundwater table, naturally ventilated

semi-basement storey
4,370 m² GFA / 1,250m² technical space

Reduced technical equipment reshapes decisions regarding basement and foundation

We initially planned for two basement storeys after 
considering the function of gained GFA and cost. 
However, the relationship between gained GFA and 
area required for mechanical rooms (energy supply, 
HVAC equipment) was less thoroughly examined. A 
better understanding of this relationship in addition 
to the advantages of a simplified foundation con-
tributed to the decision to build a semi-basement.



UFA

energy/HVAC

parking**

ventilation

fire protection circulation*

other***

optimised spatial requirements for the basement
verified with technical consultants

• significant reduction of necessary ventilation

• external heat supply instead of internal heat 
production

• concentration of usable floor area to areas 
with natural light

• space-saving, high-pressure water mist 
system

- 5.450 m2

  950 m2

- 1.300 m2
  200 m2

- 900 m2

  300 m2

- 2.400 m2

  100 m2

- 150 m2

  850 m2

- 700 m2

  4.250 m2

  1.200 m2

- 0 m2

  650 m2

- 0 m2

The semi-basement accommodates space for MEP, parking and usable floor area

total reduction as compared to 

initial design stage

total demand ECKWERK 4.0

*proportional adjustment

**kept 17 barrier-free parking lots, bike parking (334), incl. ramp

*** incl. garbage room, rainwater tank, electrical appliances, 

low and medium voltage and sanitary blocks
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• gain of cost-efficient floor area 

five additional floors
as compared to the initial design

improved indoor atmosphere
generous room height and visible timber

19,550m2 UFA 22,500m2 UFA

15,800 m2 facade 16,800 m2 facade

Ratio of UFA to facade (above plinth storeys**)

Thinner floor panel slabs allow for an additional storey per tower*

*in combination with an adjusted plinth height (from 8.20 m to 

7.20 m AGL); fulfills all standards in accordance to local planning 

law.

**mountain path facades and areas not taken into 

consideration; initial design calculations  include slightly 

slimmer towers (see next p.); parapet wall excluded; the same 

efficiency factor of 0.8 was used for both calculations



only requires a single central column

• costs and process optimised

• area more economic and flexible

• Within permissible building lines

• fire engineers consulted

consequences of using systemised floor panel slabs
standardised cores and adjusted tower footprints

The logic of a modular system rationalises, unifies and economises

82% tower area
85% tower area

18% core area 15% core area

Ratio of core area to tower area (per typical floor plan GFA)



mountain path adapted to modular grid  
adjusted routing via rooftop terrace

{

{2

2

The mountain path remains a staple, adapting to accommodate the prefab system

double-storied space
Cree LCT ONE Tower, Dornbirn (implemented)

terrace attachment
UNBC, Prince George (Cree competition entry)

• attachment to modular grid possible

• engagement with manufacturers for sky-
walks 

• aesthetic requirements feasible with con-
struction system

{2



All rooms are classified as usable, necessary or unnecessary. As a result, 
Das ECKWERK is now leaner; it concentrates on its high-quality spaces. 
Attractiveness, functionality and accessibility are improved by analysing 
the topography and flow of visitors. 

Gaining and forgoing space



circulation & utility space 20%

provision space 22%

integrated space 36%

(83 NE, ca. 530 Personen)

service space 7%

event space 15%

circulation & utility space 20%

provision space 18%

integrated space 45%

(ca. 93 NE, ca. 600 Personen)

service space 4%

• gain of +10 units of integrated space, Das 
Eckwerk’s most vital category

• improved functionality across all other 
categories

event space 13 %

spatial categories
initial design stage

spatial categories
initial design stage

location of spatial categories
Das ECKWERK 4.0

We are gaining high-quality space with less floor area 

integrated and combinable units for living 
and working

premium commercial space catering to the 
district and city

spaces for temporary use and flexible 
programming

energy and other services supplying both 
Das ECKWERK and the district

non-productive, building-related technical 
and circulation spaces



• individual ground floor heights despite modu-
lar construction

• formation of new squares due to different 
levels

• nearly level access to the marketplace

• urban design concept preserved

  plateau 1: marketplace with nearly level access from An der Michaelbrücke

  plateau 2: raised eatery level at the riverwalk square

  level access and access using < 10 stairs

36,5 m NHN

35,0 m NHN

34,3 m NHN

35,2 m NHN

+1,4 m
(36,6 NHN)

+2,65 m
(37,85 NHN)

Holzm
arktstraße

An der M
ichaelbrücke

Lichtenberger Straße

Increasing accessibility and individuality of the towers allow for a more attractive programme

The interplay between site topography and a raised 
ground floor at +1.40 m AGL on 36.6 m NHN (standard 
elevation zero) provides many advantages. The nearly 
level marketplace access from the West allows for both 
a convenient pedestrian access and a second delivery 
point. Cars and cyclists benefit from a shorter descent 
when accessing underground parking via Holzmarkt-
straße. An elevated wedge at 2.65 AGL, facing towards 
the East, forms another square and is more inviting 
than the closed plinth wall of the initial design. 



ateliers/food market  

• units of up to 800 m²

• units can be combined 

• particular uses requiring high floor heights 
possible

• ideal delivery solutions

The plinth provides multifunctional spaces with individualised character

To allow for a unique combination of uses, we have 
assessed the plinth storeys for each tower 
individually. Three different configurations 
emerged, each with a different split of the space 
between the shared heights of the semi-basement 
floor plate and the first floor ceiling. From here, 
semi-basement and ground floor uses spill out onto 
the marketplace and railway promenade, blurring 
the distinction between private and public space.

EG 5.27 m clear / UG 2.80 m clear

brewery
8.57 m clear

restaurant/retail
EG 4.02 m clear / UG 4.02 m clear

Holzm
arktstraße

An der M
ichaelbrücke

Lichtenberger Straße

premium commercial space catering to 
the district and city

spaces for temporary use and flexible 
programming

energy and other services supplying 
both Das ECKWERK and the district

non-productive, building-related 
technical and circulation spaces

Uferwanderweg

ground floor
public uses



• upper walkway and mountain path connect 
and promote encounters

• configurable and extendable conference 
space with catering option 

• upper walkway and terraces offer great views 
of the marketplace and city

Event spaces increase in quality and accessibility, offering a great view

premium commercial space catering to 
the district and city

spaces for temporary use and flexible 
programming

energy and other services supplying 
both Das ECKWERK and the district

non-productive, building-related 
technical and circulation spaces

first floor
semi-public uses

catering/eateries

multifunctional

offices/ateliers

Holzm
arktstraße

An der M
ichaelbrücke

Lichtenberger Straße

Uferwanderweg



gain of 10 units 
through additional 
tower storey

reduced space 
needed for 
heating/cooling

connecting 
buildings and 
upper walkway 
replace plinth

reduced technical 
and circulation 
space in base- 
ment and plinth 
storeys

 

Integrated 
space

Provision 
space

Service

space

Event 
space

Circulation/
utility space

Integrated 
space

Provision 
space

Service 
space

Event 
space

Circulation/
utility space

18,300 m27,500 m21,700 m25,100 m29,900 m215,800 m29,600 m22,900 m26,700 m212,800 m2

32,600 m2 UFA

(in accordance to ECKWERK categories)

<35,000 m2 UFA

(in accordance to ECKWERK categories)

77%23%73%27%

29,200 m2 UFA

(in accordance to DIN 277:2005; 30,200 m2 with greenhouses)

<32,600 m2 UFA

(in accordance to DIN 277:2005; 3,700 m2 with greenhouses)

34,900 m2 floor space

(35,300 m2 approved for construction)

>34,500 m2 floor space

(35,300 m2 approved for construction)

42,500 m2 GFA

(including all roofs)

<47,800 m2  GFA

(including all roofs)

Das ECKWERK 4.0initial design stage

We optimised and validated floor areas and efficiencies

45,100 m2 GFA
42,500 m2  GFA

35,000 m2 thereof 
UFA ECKWERK (73%)

32,600 m2 thereof 
UFA ECKWERK (77%)

• increased efficiencies between GFA and UFA 
(in accordance to ECKWERK categories)

• more than 50% of above-ground GFA re-
served for the integrated space category

Ratio of GFA to UFA (in accordance to ECKWERK categories)


